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Grand Valley grows as 10,129 students register for winter semester
____ ___ . m • - /
WINTER SEMESTER ENROLLMENT GROWTH
Enrollment continued to grow 
this semester according to Lynn 
Blue, university registrar.
Winter semester enrollment was 
10,129 up 9.5 percent from 9,251 
last winter.
A new voice response machine 
enabled students to register for 
classes by telephone for the first 
time.
With 16,445 transactions, the 
phone system got a good workout 
in its first trial.
“Being the first semester, it was 
open for everyone; 1 thought it did 
dam well. Certainly the freshmen 
made good use of it," Blue said.
The program proved fairly reli­
able. Students’ most common 
complaint was that they received 
a busy signal when initially call­
ing. Blue said that this was not a
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fault of the system, but was be­
cause the lines were filled.
Brian Pizzuti, a  Grand Valley 
freshman, said that he was half­
way through phone registering 
when a recording came on the line
1987 1988 1989 1990
and said the computer was no 
longer functioning. He called the 
next morning, however, and reg­
istered without difficulty.
Many upperclassmen could not 
phone register because many of
the 300 level and above classes 
require a signed registration per­
mit.
According to Blue, attempts are 
being made to computerize the 
process. Currently, in the case of
business classes, the computer 
searches the students’ academic 
file, checking class status, previ­
ous classes and grade point aver­
age. It determines if the student 
qualifies for the class and then 
registers them without a permit
This semester 51 percent of 
Grand Valley freshmen and 22 
percent of the sophomores took 
advantage of the program.
Blue said that 80 percent of the 
students at Grand Valley could 
potentially do all their registration 
by phone. She would like to see 
more students use the program, 
since it conserves time and re­
quires less additional personnel at 
registration time.
She stated, “Any time there is a 
piece of paper handed from per­
son to person you stand a chance 
of eitor. Once you get the inter­
mediates out of the middle, the 
more accurate the system will be.”
ATM provides great service for students — ---- 7*
By Sandra L. PlanLsek
Staff Writer
People standing in line to use 
the automatic teller machine in 
Kirkhof Center are five times 
more likely to be making a de­
posit than a withdrawal according 
to Terri L. Sullivan, marketing 
officer of Old Kent Financial 
Corporation.
Old Kent has seven ATMs 
which are not attached to a bank 
branch, and Grand Valley has two 
of them, the full-service unit in 
Kirkhof and a cash dispensing 
machine in Eberhard Center.
Most Old Kent’s ATMs serve 
primarily as cash withdrawal
users
three^
machines so the Kirkhof unit is 
unusual with few withdrawals. 
However, Grand Valley 
compensate by making 
times larger than average size 
withdrawals.
The Kirkhof ATM was installed 
at the request of Grand Valley 
when Old Kent closed their branch 
at the comer of 48th Street and 
M-45 according to Ronald F. Van- 
Steeland, vice president for fi­
nance and administration.
In addition to deposit and with­
drawal services the Kirkhof ATM 
offers balance inquiry, fund trans­
fers and bill payment to holders
PHOTO BY WENDY HILLn
Grand Valley student, Ted Mills, 
takes advantage of the ATM 
located outside the Kirkhof 
Center.
Homeless seminar emphasizes 
importance of Volunteer Month
See MACHINE p.3
D epartm ent o f P ub lic  S afe ty  c rack in g  dow n  
on illeg a lly  p arked  cars in fro n t o f K irkh o f
By Pam Thompson
Staff Writer
You may have noticed numer­
ous tow trucks on campus this past 
week.
The Departments of Public 
Safety lias begun to aggressively 
crack down on abusers of no park­
ing areas and tow away zones.
The most violated no parking 
zone is along the drive in front of 
Kirkhof Center. The yellow curb 
along the drive in front of Kirk­
hof and Calder means no parking. 
A public safety spokesman said 
that this doesn’t mean, “I’ll run in 
for a minute or two,and if I hurry 
I’ll be OK. It means No Park­
ing.”
The one-hour meters in front of 
Kirkhof are for short term park-
PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
Illegally parked cars along curb in front of the Kirkhof Center.
ing. If they are full, park across your vehicle is caught in one of 
the street and walk. these areas, it will be towed.
Public safety stresses that if
By Kimberly Valade 
Staff Writer
“Being homeless is like liv­
ing out of a shoebox," said 
Roger Williams, “You have to 
carry all your possessions with 
you.”
Williams is a resident of The 
Dwelling Place, a downtown 
Grand Rapids hotel run by the 
Heartside Ministry. Although
IlC  l a  pULl d lX U g g lll lg y  W111I3I115>
takes valuable time out of his 
days to try and improve the situ­
ation for other homeless people.
“Someone reached out a hand 
to help me so I want to do the 
same for others,” he said.
Along with Williams, three 
other speakers presented a semi­
nar on the homeless Wednes­
day in the Kirkhof Center. The 
program, sponsored by GVSU, 
was in commemoration of Janu­
ary being Volunteer Month, ac- 
cordmg-to Jay Cooper,-director' 
of student activities.
Irv Berkowitz, director of the 
school of social work, led the 
program by explaining his ex­
periences in working with the 
homeless and urging people to 
become involved.
"Nobody got where they are 
today without a helping hand,” 
he said, “Remember that and 
help someone else."
He also stressed the impor­
tance of helping not for mone­
tary rewards but for “psychic 
income" He explained that it 
opens up your heart and gives 
you psychological benefits 
which are far greater and 
longer lasting than any mone­
tary amounts.
Berkowitz’s point was rein­
forced by Reverend George 
Beukema, founder of the 6- 
year old Heartside'Ministry. 
The Dwelling Place has devel­
oped into a full-scale operation 
including housing, food, medi­
cal aid and drug counseling at 
no cost to the homeless.
The final speaker, GVSU 
freshman Amy Hess, spoke 
about the importance of vol­
unteering.
“Volunteering is like an in­
fection,” she said, “You get ex­
cited about what you’re doing 
and others become involved. 
YoulnFKRhem with your en- 
thusiasm.”
The panel then answered 
questions from students about 
how to get involved.
“The best way to help is to 
become an advocate. Get 
hands-on experience however 
you can and go from there,” 
said Beukema, “Anything you 
put into it, time or money, will 
help.”
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Former model Ann Simonton to speak out 
against media’s exploitation of women
IIP
By Tim Dowker 
Staff Writer
On January 31 at 9 p.m., Ann 
Simonton, a former model who 
now speaks out against the me­
dia’s exploitation of women, will 
be speaking at the Promenade 
Deck in the Kirkhof Center.
Simonton has appeared on the 
cover of Sports Dlustrated’s swim­
suit edition as well as appearing 
in magazines such as Glamour, 
Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Women’s 
Day, and Bride and many others.
In recent years, however, Si­
monton has fought against these 
same magazines’ exploitation of 
models, which she believes pres­
ents women as a commodity and 
less than human.
Simonton says that her attitude 
toward modeling did not change 
suddenly, but transformed over a 
long period of time.
One of the steps in the transi- 
J a l9 7 9 .
As Simonton looked through a San 
Francisco periodical, she noticed 
an ad in which she had posed se­
ductively behind a comforter.
The paper had been produced 
on June 24, eight years to the day 
after she had been gang raped at 
knife point in a New York park 
on her way to a modeling shoot.
Simonton believes there is an 
obvious connection between the 
way in which women are used to 
promote products and the trend of 
violence toward women.
Simonton is a co-founder of a 
public action group called Media 
Watch, based in Santa Cruz, 
Calif., which conducts presenta­
tions revealing the evidence of 
how advertising, beauty pageants, 
and pornography demean women 
and promote violence against 
them.
“The main goal of Media Watch 
is to help people become more 
critical viewers of the media,” she 
— said in an interview-in  Sports II-
lustrated.
Now .Simonton tours the coun­
try with her presentation earning 
about $8,000 a year, a dramatic 
decrease from the $30,000 a year 
she earned as a model her first year 
out of high school.
-  Simonton’s activism has cost 
her more than a pay decrease, 
however. She has been arrested 
11 times for such actions as litter­
ing and taking her shirt off at a 
state beach in protest to a law she 
calls “sexually discriminative”. -
She has also staged the Myth 
California contest, in which she 
attempted to show that beauty 
pageants treat women as pieces of 
meat, once emphasizing the point 
by appearing in an evening gown 
made of bologna.
Though some people write off 
Simonton as a radical, in her pres­
entation entitled “Sex, Power and 
the Media: Rethinking the Myths 
of America’s Dream Girl,” she 
presents a  side of advertising th a t-
WGVU-TV first to offer service 
station for the visually impaired
WGVU/WGVK-TV will be 
among the first of 32 public tele­
vision stations to offer a new 
service for the visually impaired.
Descriptive Video Service 
will offer narrated explanations 
of a television program’s key 
^v isual elements such as charac-
........... — . .............
ter movements and body lan­
guage, settings and scene 
changes starting with American 
Playhouse tonight at 9 p.m.
The service is free to any 
viewer on the separate audio 
channel found on stereo TVs.
Angel, take this dovn: 
In the Beginning.
is often overlooked.
Grocery stores stocking organically grown products in response to public demand
Organic produce is being dis­
played in area grocery stores in 
response to the public’s demand 
for healthier foods.
The term organic is not defined 
by a national standard so it is dif­
ficult to know precisely what is 
being advertised, according to a 
February article in Vegetarian 
Times. The Food and Drug
Administration is holding hearings 
on what organic means but has yet 
to report its conclusions. A bill 
defining enforceable national stan­
dards for organic foods has been 
introduced by Sen. Patrick J. 
Leahy, D-VT.
The Organic Foods Production 
Association of North America, an 
industry trade association, sug­
gests that buyers look for a certi­
fication label.on the organic food 
they are considering. If no label 
is present, ask the grocer to see 
certification documents or the 
certification label on the shipping 
carton. The association says that 
labeling has been trustworthy and 
free of fraud.
The following standard defini­
tions are being recommended:
Organic - Food grown in fields 
free of synthetic pesticides for 3 
years and free of synthetic fertil­
izers for 2 years.
Transitional - Food grown in 
fields free of pesticides and fertil­
izers for less than the 3 and 2 
years required for the organic la­
bel.
No-spray - No chemicals were 
sprayed on the crop but they may 
have been applied to the soil.
Low-input/sustainable - Chemi­
cals have been applied but in re­
duced amounts.
Pesticide-residue free - Chemi­
cals were applied but the resultant 
food, tested by an independent lab, 
was found free of residue.
I S  A N Y B O D Y  O U T  T H E R E ?
a Student Senate meeting lately to raise an issue or 
concern? No? Well you’re not alone. The students of 
Grand Valley are unusually quiet, even for this soft- 
spoken campus. This is apparently due either to a 
lack of concern on this campus or a lack of issues to 
get concerned about. It seems improbable that 
everything on this campus is going so well that
nothing can be improved. So it must be that students 
aren’t coming forward to speak up about the prob­
lems they see on campus. The Student Senate is an 
organization which attempts to address student 
concerns and provide viable solutions to the prob­
lems facing GVSU students. But the Senate doesn’t
acting as
a detective agency searching to find hidden student 
concerns. IS SOMETHING ON THIS CAMPUS 
BUGGING YOU? IS THERE AN ISSUE WHICH 
ISN’T GETTING ENOUGH ATTENTION? Then 
don’t sit there, come to a Senate meeting and tell 
somebody about it!!
Student Senate meetings are held every Thurs­
day at 4:30 p.m. in the Portside Room of the Kirkhof 
Center.
I’ll see you there.
Rob Konopinski
Executive Assistant of the Student Senate
ATTENTION: The 1990 Presidents'Ball w ill be held March 3 1  Put it  on your calendar. Stay tuned for more
details in coming editions o f the Student Senate News.
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of ActionBank24 Cards. Michi­
gan users holding a non-Old Kent 
bank card can withdraw and de­
posit cash.to the machine if their 
card is compatible with the Cirrus 
or Magic Line networks but each 
use cost $ 1. Out-of-state students
NCAA will test college athletes for drugs once a year
(CPS) — The college sports 
reform movement dominated the 
National Collegiate Athletic As­
sociation (NCAA) convention in 
Dallas, Jan. 8-10, producing sev­
eral rule changes that added ster­
oids to the list of banned drugs for 
athletes and added rules to make 
sure athletes do well academically.
NCAA Executive Director 
Richard Schultz called the meet­
ing “the convention of the student- 
athlete."
It was the first one since the 
early 1970s in which so many 
decisions were made involving an 
athlete’s college life as a student.
Delegates agreed to install year- 
round steroid testing for Division 
I football players, publish schools’ 
graduation rates, shorten spring 
football practice, and cut the bas­
ketball season from 28 to 25 
games.
They also approved a watered- 
down version of the highly con­
troversial Proposition 42, insti­
tuted last year, which would have
banned all scholarships and other 
aid for freshman athletics who 
didn’t meet certain grade or stan­
dardized test score requirements.
The modification of Proposition 
42 was seen as a victory for 
coaches who felt it discriminated 
against underprivileged first-year 
athletes who may have come from 
academ ically laggard high 
schools, and who otherwise could 
not afford to go to college.
On the drug testing, all 1941-A 
and I-AA football teams will test 
their athletes at least once a year, 
and one-fourth of those teams will 
test them at least twice. Each time, 
36 athletes will be tested. The 
NCAA will have to shell out an 
extra $1.6 million for the effort 
Currently, the NCAA tests only 
at championship events.
The drug testing measure passed 
easily 659-25; only a few were 
concerned about the legality of the 
testing. A Colorado judge rejected 
in August the University of Colo­
rado’s athletic drug testing pro­
gram, saying it invaded the ath­
lete’s privacy, The ruling doesn’t 
affect other organizations, and CU 
officials are appealing the ruling.
The NCAA itself is four of five 
in legal challenges to its testing 
program, with its only loss com­
ing in 1988 when a Santa Clara - 
County Superior Court judge al­
lowed Stanford University athletes 
to compete without taking drug 
tests.
The reforms come after increas­
ingly harsh criticisms of big-time i 
college sports, and scandals of 
fans paying players, low gradu­
ation rates and charges of grade 
fixing.
In the last decade, more than 
half of the biggest sports programs 
in the NCAA were punished at 
least once.
“There is now within the mem­
bership a very strong and urgent 
feeling that we need some 
change,” Schultz said. “This was 
a good first step.”
can only make withdrawals, fed­
eral law prohibits making depos­
its.
The Eberhard ATM dispenses 
cash and handles balance inquir­
ies. It will not accept deposits. 
Sullivan explained that ATMs cost
between $5,000 and $30,000 and 
the low use of the Eberhard ma­
chine does not justify the higher 
cost of a full-service ATM. The 
Eberhard machine reduces main­
tenance costs by only requiring 
weekly rather than daily service.
“From apes, some people actually believe 
that man evolved from apes.”
We’re Setting
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HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
But ...You aren't spre what plasma is used 
for or why we pay for your plasma donation?
♦PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, used for the preparation of plasma products, diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and 
patients.
♦All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered _  
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &1I2 hours of your time.
You can earn $30.00 and help others 
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My Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
Left-hander feels backhanded
E d ito r-
Anyone who has taken an exam in one of our lecture halls can 
appreciate the general fatigue of being crammed together while 
being seated on a concave piece of plastic. Not only are the seats 
close together, but the writing table barely crosses the half-way 
plane in front of the student. This may not seem like a probelm to 
most of you, but to us left-handers it is a real handicap. It is ex­
hausting to reach across to the writing space on most desks—even 
painful—during an exam.
If you care to think about it sometime, just sit for five minutes 
with your pen in your left hand. Cross it over and pretend to write 
on the right-hand side of a piece of paper. A left-hander must, you 
can see, reach much farther than a  right-hander. One of two things 
must happen—the left-hander must either over-extend the left 
hand or twist the upper body into an unnatural position.
I don’t believe it is unreasonableTor the 7 to IT percent of 
population who are left-handed to expect this college to maintain 
equitable environments for learning. I would like to see all new 
lecture halls supplied with an adequate percentage of left-handed 
or multi-handed desks.
Thank you;
Scott Peterman ‘91
Tired o f driving?
Why don’t you just take the bus?
What’s all the fuss 
Why sit and cuss and cuss 
at all those others...
Those lonely sisters or brothers 
Why don’t you just take the bus?
Enjoy the view 
The sky so blue 
Still fresh and blue
Why don’t you just take the bus?
t’s very just
To make it a  "must”
‘Cause all that gas
Won’t make you pass 
Why don’t you just take the bus?
We love the view 
To be so blue 
Whoever “tsks”
Should know the risks 
Why don’t you just take the bus?
Boost your ego
That’s why we go 
Why don’t you just take the bus?
- Roelof Bijkerk
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is short"
uestion: Ottawa County will be vot- 
ing in February about locating a county jail in 
Allendale. Do you favor putting the county 
lockup in Grand Valley’s neighborhood?
“No. We already have enough 
loonies around here.”
John Meyer
Senior
Psychology
“I think it might make the 
citizens of Allendale a bit more 
jumpy. I don’t think it would 
have a negative sffect on the 
community, though.”
Tom Kreuger
Senior
Biology
“No, I don’t.”
Erma S tarr 
Junior
Elementary Ed.
“1 think that prisons are safe, and 
we really have nothing to fear. 
Just don’t pick up hitchhikers.”
Eric Knapp 
Junior
“I really don’t favor it, because 
Allendale has always been a 
respectable city. A jail would 
cheapen its value.”
Bonita Rodgers
Freshman
Nursing
“I don’t object to i t  I think that 
if the majority decided to put it 
an Allendale, Grand Valley may 
benefit, and the Criminal Justice 
majors may be closer to their 
internships.’’
Don Lubbers 
President 
GVSU
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Photo copyright © 1982 Dr Rainer Jonas
The incredible photograph above bp Dr. 
Rainer Jonas shines what a healthy, active 
intrauterine child looks like at 19 weeks. Like 
the bud of a flower, beautiful. But, unfortu­
nately still a eandidate for abortion.
THEY’RE 
FORGETTING 
SOMEONE
There are alternatives to abortion. There have to be.
P re g n a n t9 
N eed H e lp9 
P H O N E  3 9 6 -5 8 4 0
B irth righ t of Holland
If You Have Had An A bortion  And 
Need To Talk W ith  S om eone 
D IAL
1 -800 -B -E -T -H -A -N -Y
WHEN THEY 
TELL YOU THAT
ABORTION 
IS A MATTER 
JUST BETWEEN
A WOMAN 
AND HER DOCTOR
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New rules for financial aid distribution leaves students paying late fees
(CPS) — Students nationwide 
may be getting only half the fi­
nancial aid money they expected 
this month, and are caught in sur­
prise because the federal gpvem- 
ment was late telling campus aid 
offices what to do.
Aid officials, in turn, did not 
have time to warn students that 
they may be getting their college 
loans in two installments instead 
of the usual one.
And because students will get 
only half of their loan now, some 
will have to pay a special fee to 
defer half their tuition until they 
get the second pan of their aid 
money later this term.
New rules for giving students 
their aid checks took effect Jan. 1, 
but the U.S. Dept of Education, 
which administers most federal 
college programs, mailed letters 
explaining the changes to aid of­
ficers only a week earlier, on Dec. 
23.
The result has been what one 
observer called “frenzy” in many 
campus aid offices around the 
country.
"The information has been so 
sporadic that we’ve had tons of 
tails asking for help,” said Debra 
Angstadt of the Virginia State 
Education Assistance Authority.
The scramble for help, said 
Jacob Fraire of Tri S Inc., a Wash­
ington, D.C., -based higher edu­
cation consulting firm, isn’t sur­
prising because the Education 
Department didn’t send out letters 
explaining the changes soon 
enough.
"The Education Department is 
still craning out with changes, and 
unfortunately a lot of the effec­
tive dates have already passed.”
Education Dept, officials, how­
ever, say their hands were tied 
because they could not send a 
“Dear Colleague" letter explain­
ing the changes until President
Bush signed the law, called the 
Budget Reconciliation Bill, put­
ting them into effect. Bush signed 
the bill Dec. 19, and the depart­
ment had its letter out four days 
later, on Dec 23.
“It would have been nice if 
they’d had the foresight six 
months ago to send us informa­
tion so that we could prepare the 
students,” said Wilma Kasnic, 
financial aid director at Emporia 
Slate University in Kansas.
Judy Simmons, financial aid 
director at Midwestern State Uni­
versity (MSU) in Wichita Falls, 
Texas, has yet to receive her “Dear 
Colleague” letter.
For students, the rules changes 
will mean that, under certain 
circumstances, they won’t get the 
full amount of their loans all at 
once.
In an effort to keep students 
from defaulting on their loans, 
Congress and the president de­
cided that collegians who get Staf­
ford or Supplemental Loans for
Students (SLS) would get the 
money in two or more install­
ments, instead of the usual lump 
sum.
The new rule applies only to 
Stafford or SLS loans guaranteed 
on or after Jan. 1,1990.
The installments cannot exceed 
more than one-half of the loan, 
and the second installment cannot 
be paid before one-half of the loan 
period has passed.
For example, a student who is 
guaranteed a $1,000 loan fra this 
semester would receive $500 now 
and the second $500 midway 
through the semester.
“It’s not so much a problem for 
(financial aid administrators). But 
students are going to anticipate 
receiving full loans and they won’t 
have the money,” Kasnic said.
Simmons agreed. “It would 
definitely cause problems because 
a lot of students don’t know (the 
loan) will be made in two pay­
ments. Most don’t have all of the 
money up front, and they will have
to pay even more just to get their 
bills delayed.”
At Midwestern, for $ 22.50, stu­
dents who live on campus can 
have half of their tuition deferred.
“The whole thing is stupid,” 
Simmons said. “I have nothing 
against trying to lower defaults, 
but we’re working like crazy to 
do .that. It irks me because the 
students are the ones who get 
hurt”
But not everybody thinks the 
multiple disbursement plan is a 
bad idea.
“I think it’s a good move,” said 
Gary Nichols, Iowa College Aid 
Commission executive director. 
“It will strengthen the (Stafford) 
loan program.”
Since most students in Iowa had 
their loans guaranteed before Jan.
1, they will get the full loan in one 
payment, he said.
“There might be a few snaps, 
but I don’t think it should be a 
hardship for most students," 
Nichols said.
lJ  •
DRAFT NIGHT 
IS BACK!
at the
LINCOLN COUNTRY 
CLUB
Drink SlJJ
T o u r!
Free Popcorn!
9 p.m. to X a.nv 
EVERY Tuesday!
Featuring:
The Round Mound
of Sound
—
Must be 21-years old with valid ID
FBI refuses to let New York student look at his file
(CPS) — A State University of 
New York - Plattsburgh student 
has lost an appeal to get a look at 
the federal Bureau of Investiga­
tions (FBI) file about him.
The Third District Circuit U.S. 
Court of Appeals in Philadelphia 
ruled Jan. 8 that the FBI did not 
have to let Todd Paterson, 18, see 
his own file. It all started because 
Patterson had written the FBI six 
years ago seeking information 
about the Soviet Union fra a jun­
ior high school class project 
The court said the file’s con­
tents were covered by “state se­
crets privilege,” and thus could not
be obtained through the Freedom 
of Information Act
“The FBI’s position always was 
that they had the right to investi­
gate him and the right to maintain 
his file,” explained AssL U.S. 
Attorney Susan Cassell, who ar­
gued the case for the bureau.
Pauerson might appeal the de­
cision said his lawyer, Frank 
Askin, a Rutgers University law 
professor.
‘Tentatively, I’d say yes, but the 
final decision hasn’t been made,” 
he said.
“I would have thought that the 
FBI would have more to do with
their time than follow a teenager 
around,” mused Edward Martone 
of the New Jersey American Civil 
Liberties Union which argued the 
case for Pauerson.
It may still have nothing better 
to do. In 1989 Pauerson wrote 
FBI offices around the country to 
discover if they, too, had files on 
him. Only the Albany, N.Y., of­
fice responded conceding it had 
started a file about him when it 
saw a newspaper clipping about 
his lawsuit to obtain his FBI file 
in New Jersey.
TYPESETTING & LASERJET PRINTING SERVICE
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS/REPORTS
tsAion -  <Sat
FAX AVAIABLE
•SfiEclaCizcd. G om hutez GSeivicsi 
t (616) 896-9367
-FAITH-
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
2600 7th NW Grand Rapids 
comer of Charlotte & 7th 
Rev. Douglas Pedersen ofc. 453 0693 
9:30am Church School-all ages 
l lam Worship Service
CLASSIFIED ADS
Fundraisers
A t t e n t i o n  all students of 
business: Delta Sigma Pi is 
selling SO B  T-shirts - o n l y  
$9! Get yours today! Call Mike 
at 895-5908 or watch for our 
table in the Kirkhof.We don't 
always mean hnsinp.ee
18-13tfc
1980 Plymouth Horizon only 
$450.00 or best offer. Call Kim 
@ 774-0757.
18-ltp
Personals
Lonely? Need a date? Meet that 
special someone today! Call 
DATETIME 1(405) 366-6335.
15-4tfc
W IN  A H A W A I I A N  
V A C A T I O N  O R  BI G 
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE 
UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 
DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser 
Commitment: Minimal 
Money: Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, 
frats, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528 or 
1(800)950-8472, ext. 10.
__________  17-10tp
Help Wanted
L O O K I N G  F O R  A 
S U M M E R  J O B ?  Earn 
$5,000-$ 15,000 next summer 
being a manager, not a laborer. 
Triple 'A' Student Painters needs 
b u s in e ss  s tu d e n ts  and 
entrepreneurs to run their own 
business. Gain valuable business 
experience and build your resume. 
For more information call Gregg 
Merions at 1-800-543-3792.
17-3 ip
Serious photographer needs 
female nude model - call 
842-2486 evenings for details.
18 - 2 tp
Services
Term papers, resumes, letters, 
etc. Accurate, professional, 
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960.
1 -20tp
Wanted
WANTED: Babysitter for a 
variety of times. Pays $2.50 per 
hour. Please inquire at 895-5323.
16 - 3 tp
Wanted: Back issues of the 
Lanthom - dating back to 1968. 
Looking for a good reason to 
unload that pile of old papers? 
Here's your chance. Stop by the 
Lanthom office or call 895-3120 
for more info.
WANTED: Math tutor for Mat!’ 
115. Experience helpful. Call Jeff 
at 245-7743 for details.
18-ltp
Need roommate in May to share 
apt. in historic Heritage Hill 
Area. Reasonable rent. Call for 
an interview @ 774-0757.
18-131 fn
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted 
for the Lanthom. $3.00 for the 
first 15 words. $.15 for each 
additional word. $1.00 for border. 
All ads must be prepaid. The 
Lanthorn office is in the lower 
level of the Kirkhof Center. Send 
ads to the Lanthorn, Grand Valley 
State University, Allendale, MI 
49401. Deadline is six days prior 
to publication (Thursday at 
5p.m .). S p e c i a l  GVSU 
S t ude n t  rate:  $1.00 for 
first 10 words,  (Minimum 
charge).
Wednesday
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O ne-Acts ACM E Vocals: the acme o f entertainm ent
By Sherry Lingerfelt 
Staff Writer
S*T*A*G*E, the Student 
Technicians and Actors Guild 
for Entertainment, will be 
hosting their second annual 
“Evening of Student One Act 
Plays” on January 27 and 28, 
and February 2 and 3.
S*T»A*G*E was formed in 
1988 to lend general support 
to the theater program and in­
crease theater awareness at 
Grand Valley.
This year’s plays include: 
a murder mystery spoof en­
titled “Dead Hoarce,” di­
rected by Dana Levine, and 
co-directed by Kari Morrison; 
“Try a Little Creativity” is 
directed by Sam Dunbar, and 
is a drama about a bored 
housewife trying to deal with 
her unruly son. Also, this year 
will include the first musical 
one-act, “Sphere,” directed 
by Tracy Byington, the only 
returning director from last 
year.
Rob Elliot, who co-wrote 
“Sphere,” said of the play, 
“The whole concept is no 
matter what we do to our­
selves and others, the world 
keeps on turning. At the same 
lime, we’re making mistakes 
and we should be aware of 
that.” “Sphere” examines the 
theater and shows how it can 
be used to convey a message.
“Last year we were so wor­
ried,” added Tracy Byington. 
“Money was a problem and 
everything was so new.” This 
year, S*T*A*G*E produced 
all three plays with their own 
money, with some help from 
the
gram. Juan Ramirez, a writer 
from Chicago who has been 
in “No Mercy" and “Color of 
Money” also gave directing 
tips for the shows. Ramirez’ 
visit to Grand Valley is spon­
sored by GVSU in conjunc­
tion with the federally fund­
ed Chavez-Parks program. 
Ramirez is also speaking to 
various classes on campus 
during his visit.
Mary Kate Barley,
producer of this year’s shows 
explained, “We knew more 
what we were doing this year, 
but it was still harder since 
this year’s shows were more 
complex.”
The plays, which are stu­
dent written, directed, pro­
duced and technically de­
signed involve many stu­
dents, even non-theater ma-
Sce ONE-ACTS p. 12
By Kristoffer Gair
Staff Writer
This past Thursday’s Campus 
Nile Club Series featured ACME 
Vocals. While the name may 
sound a little flat, the music and 
overall performance was far from 
i t
The quintet, Kecvin Poise, 
Fadel Shukry, Steve Anders, Ann 
Cusack and Tom Clappa, started 
the hour and fifteen minute per­
formance with the bluegrass gos­
pel “New Bom Soul." That one 
song was all it took for the audi­
ence to know they were in for a 
fantastic time!
Other songs performed were 
“Under The Boardwalk,” “Shout,” 
“Rivers of Babylon/Don’t Worry, 
Be Happy” (which beat the heck 
out of Bobby McFerrin’s lifeless 
version), “My Best Friend’s Girl­
friend” and “Joanna,” to name a 
few.
The group used no instruments 
and had no back-up music play­
ing. Instead, they used their skills 
to imitate guitars, trombones, 
trumpets and other various sounds.
In between the songs, the show 
was laced with impish antics and 
humor, some coming from a roam­
ing twenty-month-old infant in the 
audience.
The ACME Vocals performed at the Kirkhof Center last Thursday night in front o f an enthusiastic crowd.
Other high points of humor 
came from the reading of The 
Lanthorn's Police Beat, slamming 
the Sig Eps and singing, “Is She 
Really Going Out With Him?” to 
selected couples in the audience.
“They’re such a bunch of char­
acters, this gang of five called
ACME Vocals, that you’re bound 
to fall in love with at least one of 
’em,” states the Chicago Tribune. 
It seemed that people fell in love 
with more than just one.
Among the audience was a 
Grand Rapids junior high class 
and their teachers who had re­
cently seen the group perform 
elsewhere.
At the end of the show, the 
group received a standing ovation 
and came back out to do a single 
encore. Judging by audience re­
action, there is an excellent chance 
that GVSU will be hearing from 
Acme Vocals again.
Students respond  
to Volunteer GVSU
By Suzannah Greve
Campus Life Editor
People at Grand Valley are getting involved with 
“Volunteer GVSU!”
January is Volunteer Awareness Month, the perfect time 
to discover what this program is all about. Sponsored by 
the Student Activities Office, “Volunteer GVSU!” en­
ables the Grand Valley community to get involved with
volunteer projects in ___________________ _ _ _ _
the area.
A ctivities held 
thus far during Janu- 
a panel 
discussion on the 
plight of the home­
less. The panel met 
on Wednesday, Janu­
ary 17, in the Kirk­
hof Center. Also, a 
blood drive took 
place in the Kirkhof 
Center on Tuesday,
January 23.
On Wednesday,
January 24, the lobby 
and Promenade of
“The Volunteer GVSU! 
program exists to make it 
easier for students to get 
involved with agencies 
that can use their time, 
talents and energy.
“The response has been 
encouraging— 1 think 
that’s because students and 
student groups enjoy 
adding the rewards, of 
volunteering to their 
lifestyle.”
—Jay Cooper, student 
avtivities office
Nite Life Series Presents
Lynn & Friends...
Lynn & Friends, a comediennc/vcntriloquist act, will perform Thursday, 
January 25 at 9 p.m. on the Promenade Deck in the Kirkhof Center.
Kirkhof will be oc­
cupied by the Volun­
teer Fair. The fair
will run from 11 a.m. - -------- - —
to 3 p.m. in order to
allow students, faculty, staff, and student organizations to 
become acquainted with the volunteer opportunities in 
Ottawa and Kent Counties. Those unable to make it to 
the fair can stop in and sign up at the Student Activities 
Office.
Student Activities has established the following cate­
gories to assist volunteers in pinpointing their interests:
See VOLUNTEER p. 12
r .
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ARC wants students 
to get aquainted 
with its resources
By Dave Gebben
Staff Writer
GET TO KNOW ME! I’m 
ARC over at the Commons. 
That’s A-R-C, Academic 
Resource Center.
Meet Bill Parker. He was a 
partying junky when he first 
came to me in his freshman year. 
He was forced to GET TO 
KNOW ME because he had a 
1.2 GPA.
When he came into my office 
he was just another punk 
teenager with a Jean jacket, 
Motley Criie T-shirt, undeclared 
major and attitude. I told him 
that attending classes was the 
most important factor in becom­
ing a successful student. He 
seemed quite annoyed by my 
motherly advice, so I told him 
about an upcoming drug and 
alcohol seminar. His success 
started and continued from that 
day on. GET TO KNOW ME!
Tutoring and group study re­
placed his bad habits and soon 
Bill inquired with me how he 
could declare a triple major. He 
came to the right place.
Bill had his sights set on sim- 
multaneous majors in Engineer­
ing, Nursing and German. I 
show ed him how  and also sug­
gested that he become a tutor 
himself for accelerated learning.
I offer tutoring for all 100 and 
200 classes. GET TO KNOW 
ME!
When a junior, Bill asked me 
if there were any general 
education classes he needed to 
take before graduating the 
following year. Luckily for him, 
our computers found that he had 
not fulfilled his Arts and
Humanities requirement. Since 
Bill had over 60 credits, I 
suggested he fill out a study plan 
so that would not happen again 
and he could register by phone. 
Boy, he would have been per­
turbed with the reality of an 
extra semester at school; that 
would have been a waste of time 
and money for him.
Money is not, however, a 
problem for Bill anymore. Since 
Bill has discovered our re­
sources, he found out that with 
his extremely high GPA he was 
eligible for Scholarships.
Bill told his friends to GET 
TO KNOW ME, and it’s a good 
thing he did.
—Joe, one of Bill’s friends, was -  
a slow reader. Uneducated 
people called him stupid. This 
was not the case.
I diagnosed Joe as having 
Dyslexia and I showed him how 
to work around his problem.
Now Joe’s an A student and is 
telling other people, except Bill, 
they are stupid for not.coming to 
me.
Ulanda, another of Bill’s 
friends, was a not an ace writer. 
She came to me for an English 
placement test. English 106 was 
an excellent place to start her on 
the road to success. Half or more 
of incoming freshmen place into 
106, where tutoring is required.
Like Bill, this experience ex­
posed Ulanda to the many ad­
vantages of my acquaintance. 
Ulanda is also a triple major and 
is only two semesters away from 
graduating with honors.
Sound too good to be true? 
You’ll never know for sure until 
you GET TO KNOW ME!
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Mary Seeger: Director o f the Academic 
Resource Center (left).
Kirk Mikkelson tutors Jam  
(right) in, the math lab.
Regina Brewer helps Jef Kerr with his 
accounting (below left).
Mary Reid-Selth gets some help on her 
accounting from her tutor, Bob Kimball 
(below right).
PHOTOS BY BRENT ASHCROFT
CAMPUS MINISTRY
SPECIAL SERVICES
ve Miller with their math (left).
id Pat Mallory in the math lab (below).
...
'M k
The Academic Resource Center (below) is located in the 
lower level o f the Commons. Its door is open to all Grand 
Valley students.
ROOMS 125
f*Cfi PRCC***
No
Smoking
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By Kristoffer Gair
What is a "line"? Neglecting all 
artistic definition, Grand Valley 
seems to think it is the way 
students like to spend their free 
time.
How many of you out there in 
GV-land spent the first week back 
this semester standing in a line 
either for books, money or regis­
tration? It's  kind of turning into a 
GVStJ pasrfimeTHabits arehard-  
to break, guys! Stop now before 
we start standing in line for toilet 
paper outside the dorms. This is 
beginning to look a lot like Po­
land.
Poland is infamous for lines or 
queues (Q’s) as they call them, 
for a variety of items from bread 
to shoes to pencils. They tell sto­
ries of people joining a line not 
knowing what its intention is, just 
because they might end up with 
something good on the other end.
One day this past summer, my 
roommate and I decided to put this
Krakow. We stood outside a 
closed shop, one behind the other 
and tried to start a line. Two more 
people joined our line to see what 
was in the shop window.
But Poles are used to standing 
in lines.
I hate to stand in lines because I 
am impatient and get bored 
quickly. Every time I get stuck in 
a line at Meijer's, the Bookstore 
or Lake Michigan Hall, I take a 
deep breath and try to convince 
myself that the experience will 
teach me the virtue of patience.
Okay, so it doesn’t work. I need 
something to do while I spend 
twenty-five minutes of my life 
standing behind people in a linear 
fashion. J '~
Here are a few things that might 
help you the next time you’re not 
“the next in line” at Meijer's.
•Take along a book if you think 
that far in advance. (Who am I
kidding? Even if  I had my back­
pack full of books, I probably 
wouldn’t pull one out and try to 
read while I stand there. Those of 
you who can master the “take 
advantage of every spare moment 
to study technique,” I applaud 
you.)
•Eat Of course if you are wait­
ing for a paycheck, food would be 
next on the lis t not before cur­
rency gathering.
•Sing...sing a song, sing out 
loud, sing out strong. Yeah, you’re 
right..next..
•Limbo. Stack up everyone’s 
books and lay an umbrella over 
the top, or just use a scarf.
•Knit You can, but I don’t know 
how.
•Stand up straight, hold your 
head erect, stare piercingly into 
the head of the one standing in 
front of you and count the num­
ber of hairs on his or her head. 
Yeah...I think I’ll try that one 1
- ( T op T en
Ten famous Grand Valley people and their 
role models.
By Rob Bennett
Staff Writer
10. Eric C. Nietling, Editor in 
Chief of the Lanthom. 
Rupert Murdoch, respected 
journalist
9. Roger Ellis, Department 
Head of Theater. Roger 
Corman, B-Movie mag­
nate.
8. Jay Cooper, Assistant Di­
rector of Student Activities. 
Steven Benson and Ray­
mond Hedges* legalized 
drug dealers.
.< ■£/*/'■ ws/% . s> / v
7. Rick Hanke, Director of 
Student Housing. Donald 
Trump, metropolitan slum­
lord.i
6. Andrea Battjes, President of 
Student Senate and Student 
Foundation. Gerald Ford,
appointed, former Presi­
dent of the United States.
5. Laurie Petersen, President 
o f the Panhellenic Council. 
Leona Helmsley, hotel ma­
tron and winner of the 1989 
Humanitarian of the Year 
Award.
4. Tom Villemure, Basketball 
Coach for GVSU. Bobby 
Knight, Basketball Coach 
for Indiana U.
3. Andrew Kar, Features Edi­
tor for the Lanthom and all- 
around psycho. Patrick 
Swayze as “Dalton” in 
Road House.
2. Al Wygant, Grand Valley 
Police Chief. Barney Fife, 
respected lawman.
1. Rob Bennett, local humor­
is t Garry Trudeau, Writer 
of Doonesbury (someone 
who’s really funny!).
M o v ie s
By Andrew Kar and Rob Bennett
By Andrew Kar
Features Editor
Born on the Fourth o f July. 
Tom Cruise in the role of a dis­
abled Vietnam veteran. On the 
surface that is like the reverse of 
having Rudolf Nureyev play the 
lead in Dirty Dancing.
Cruise plays Ron Kovic, a vet­
eran who went on to become an 
outspoken foe against the war in 
Vietnam. Kovic was raised in a 
strict Catholic family, and he de­
cided to enlist in the Marines to 
live up to his ideas about hero­
ism. After serving eighteen 
months, he was injured from the 
mid-chest down. He came home 
to an America that showed out- 
_ -right contempt for the men fight -  
ing and dying in Vietnam. Kovic 
wrote Born on the Fourth o f July 
and he was a consultant on the 
film. He also became friends 
with both Cruise and Stone.
Cruise is a truly great film ac­
tor. This film proves what we 
suspected in Rain Man, that 
Cruise has great potential as an 
artist as well as a box office 
draw. Oliver Stone has demon­
strated his skill as a director. He
V ____________ _______________
has an uncanny ability to draw 
powerful emotion from almost any 
scene. With this film he returns to 
fighting for the causes and things 
he believes in with a vigor and a 
passion that he lost in Talk Radio. 
He knew how to demonstrate Ron 
Kovic’s struggle in a way that we 
could relate to him and understand 
why he came to question the na­
tion’s views of morality, heroism, 
manhood, and duty.
This is a movie that must be 
seen to be understood. There is a 
stong emotional component that 
comes off the screen that must be 
experienced. Also, the film makes 
you forget Cruise’s other films. 
Born on the Fourth o f July is
rated R and is playing at Studio
------------------------- ---------
By Rob Bennett
Features Writer ‘s*
You are about to read the film 
review for what is sure to become 
the movie of the year, Glory. Set 
in the early Civil War era, Glory 
covers the story of the 54 th Infan­
try Regiment of Massachusetts, an 
all black unit created primarily as 
a political move by the Massachu­
setts legislature in order to 
“practice what they preached”. 
(At the time Massachusetts was 
one of the most vocal abolition­
ist states in the Union.)
Once the black units were 
formed they had io face the 
hardships of realizing that they 
would probably never get the 
chance to fight for their coun­
try most wondered if they 
would be able to wear the blue 
uniform of the Union. The ugly 
truth came to light that the only 
duties they would be perform­
ing would be that of manual 
labor.
Matthew Broderick stars as 
Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, 
charged by the governor of 
Massachusetts to lead the regi­
ment. He quickly learns that 
the black men in his regiment 
learn quicker and work harder 
than the white regiments be­
cause this is their big chance to 
prove to people that they love 
their country, too. He also, 
learns quickly that what moti­
vates the black man and what 
motivates the white man are two
See M oviesp.il
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Samantha Fox- The Music Video Collection
Segment three brings us to one 
of today's most slandered English 
pop singers.
Known best for her Page 3 pin­
ups, Samantha Fox first entered 
the music scene back in 1986. To 
many people’s surprise, she 
reached the Top 10 with the hits, 
“Touch Me (I Want Your Body)” 
and Do Ya Do Ya (Wanna Please 
Me).”
Nobody ever expected to hear 
from her after that, but, a year 
later, the second album was re­
leased. No longer considered just 
a ‘dflC-Shoi" deal, sam assaulted" 
the charts with the mega-hit, 
“Naughty Girls Need Love Too.” 
In Europe, “Nothing’s Gonna Stop 
Me Now” and “I Surrender (To 
The Spirit Of The Night)” made it 
big from that album, too.
However, that wasn’t the last 
we’d seen or heard of Samantha 
Fox either. About last November, 
the album I  Wanna Have Some 
Fun was released and immediately 
hit Top 10 with the song of the 
same title. I’d like to see Brent 
Tapp floppy disk that!
Since that time, “I Only Wanna 
Be With You” and"Love House” 
have become dance favorites as 
well, which brings us to the vide­
ocassette review for this week.
The video collection offers an 
introduction by the Fox herself to 
each video and then some inter­
view footage. Thatfootage is used 
to discuss her tour, the type of men 
she likes, her image, the critics and 
a special message to her fans.
In order, the videos featured are 
“Touch Me (I Want Your Body),”
“Do Ya Do Ya (Wanna Please____
Me),” “Naughty Girls Need Love 
Too,” “Nothing’s Gonna Stop Me 
Now,” “I Wanna Have Some 
Fun,” “I Only Wanna Be With 
You” and “Love House” with an 
overall running time of about 54 
minutes.
Fans of the Fox will not want 
to go without having this collec­
tion (myself included, which is 
why I have it)! It’s an excellent 
look at somebody who’s here in 
the music business and plans on 
staying.
Retail value for this is $16.99.
Interesting situations from colleges across the country
Slightly Off Campus
An Alarming Strip Show
RAs evacuated residents of a 
University of California - River­
side dorm in late November when 
a woman dancing a steamy strip­
tease in a lounge inadvertently set 
off the building’s fire alarm.
The alarm was triggered by a 
smoke machine the stripper, who 
was hired by male hall residents 
“as a response” to female resi­
dents’ hiring of a male stripper 
earlier in the term, was using her 
act
Primal Screams In Psych 
Class
A huge, 1600-student introduc­
tory psychology class at the Uni­
versity of Toronto abruptly was 
disrupted when many students, 
heeding to a cue given them at 
12:25 p.m. on Nov. 21, began 
shouting as loudly as they could.
Students said they had been 
organized by a classmate who had 
seen aM olsoabeer ad in the Var­
sity, the campus paper, urging 
readers to “scream (a Molson slo­
gan) out at the top of their lungs 
during a psychology lecture.” 
Prof. Katherine Covell was par­
ticularly upset by the incident 
because the big class has been 
difficult to control all year, “the 
first day (of the term),” she told 
the Canadian University Press, 
“everyone was doing the 
wave.”
Degrees, Degrees Everywhere, 
But Not A Diploma In Sight 
Tampa, Fla., bad check writer 
Jeanne Brooks, 32, was sentenced 
to the maximum 15 years in prison 
when Judge Susan Bucklew dis­
covered Brooks’ plea for leniency 
- in which she had cited a sterling 
record as a scholar and a teacher - 
included entirely false claims that 
Brooks had degrees from both 
Holy Cross and Georgetown-Uni-
versities.
* * * *
The state of Missouri has shut 
down an accrediting agency that 
apparently would approve any 
college that had a “building,
MOVIES From p. 1 0 -----------
different things. The black men 
only wanted to wear the blue suit, 
to carry their rifles with pride and 
to fight for their country.
Eventually, the 54th prove 
themselves in all aspects of war­
time labor, through hard determi­
nation and grim, sometimes bru­
tal, training. Under the watchful 
eye of the white officers lead by 
Broderick and Cary Elwes (The 
Princess Bride) and some black 
non-commisioned officers, pri­
marily Morgan Freeman in an 
Oscar-caliber performance, the 
54th gets whipped into shape.
With an incredible score by 
James Homer, great direction by 
Edmund Zwick, and wonderful 
lead performances by Broderick, 
Freeman and Denzel Washington, 
look for Glory to get the majority 
of the Oscar nominations in a few 
weeks.
Glory is ratedTTand is showing 
at Stidio 28.
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Public Evaluation Files
(CPS) — In a decision some 
professors think will affect how 
all college teachers get tenure, the 
U.S. Supreme Court Jan. 9 ruled 
colleges any have to make certain 
kinds of confidential evaluation 
records public.
Professors usually decide 
whether or not to grant their 
colleagues tenure in secret 
discussions and reviews, but the 
court said that materials used in 
the reviews can be made public if 
a teacher suspects he or she was 
denied tenure because of prejudice 
or discrimination.
“Indeed, if there is a ‘smoking 
gun’ to be found that demonstrates 
discrimination in tenure decisions, 
it is likely to be tucked away in 
peer review files,” wrote Justice 
Harry Blackmun in a unanimous 
decision.
“We believe the court 
seriously erred in its decision,” 
said a statement issued by the 
American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP), a 
Washington, D.C.- based group 
that represents campus professors.
“We’re hopeful that the 
quality of evaluations will not 
diminish as a result,” added 
AAUP’s Jordan Kurland.
“The consequences,” said 
University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign law professor Matt 
Finkin, “ are that people will be 
less forthcoming. They will be 
less critical if they know that the 
candidate may read what was 
said.”
The case arose in 1985 when 
Rosalie Tung, an associate 
professor at the University of 
Pennsylvania, charged she had 
been denied tenure because of her 
gender.
Tung said her qualifications 
were “equal to better then” five 
male faculty members who won 
tenure at the time.
To pursue the charge, the 
state’s Equal Educational 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
asked Penn for copies of what was 
said in Tung’s review. Penn 
— refused. citing confidentiality of 
personnel decisions. The EEOC 
then took the university to court 
to force it to give it the materials.
r
Photo: Demetrios Krikellis Selection: Stu MacKenzie
The Photo of the Week is open to anyone interested. Submit entries to 
Bob Bums in the Photo DepanmenL Entries must be a black and white 5 x 7 or 8 x 10.
V .
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ONE-ACTS From p. 7-------------
jors. “I think this year we involved 
even more non-theater people than 
last year. S.T.A.GJE. has tried to 
show that you don't have to be a 
theater major to be involved," said
Mary Kate Barley.
The plays will take place at 
Grand Valley in the Louis Arm­
strong Theater. The time of all 
performances is 8 p.m. Tickets
are $2.00.
Come see what your fellow 
students can do. It will be an 
evening of entertainment you 
won’t want to miss!
VOLUNTEER From p. 7 ______
Environment, Human Service, 
Hunger, Homelessness, Seniors, 
Social Service, Youth and Student 
Foundation. Those who wish to 
volunteer in areas not addressed 
by these categories will find that 
there are other opportunities as 
well.
In keeping with this month’s
theme, “Giving is a Year Long 
Process," “Volunteer GVSU!” 
will still be in full swing as the 
cold winter months give way to 
spring. Beginning March 1, and 
running through the second week 
of April, the program will be spon­
soring a contest for volunteering 
individuals and groups. The con- v
test will recognize outstanding 
volunteers by awarding cash 
prizes to be divided between the 
individual or group and the agency 
of their choice.
For more information contact 
the Student Activities Office at 
895-3295.
New Jersey would make a good parking lot
(CPS) — A husband-wife pro­
fessor team from Minot State 
University in North Dakota, an­
gered by a scholarly study by a  
Rutgers University husband-wife 
professor team that proposed turn­
ing the Great Plains over to buf­
falo herds, retaliated in mid-De­
cember with a proposal to turn 
New Jersey into a parking lo t 
Minot State professors Stephen 
and Barbara Ragan produced an 
11 -page academic “paper" noting 
that New Jersey, Rutger’s home
state, was environmentally devas­
tated by pollution, crime, and 
urban stress. The solution, they 
said, was to tum the whole state 
into an ‘International Paricade” for 
cars along the East coast
Calendar of Events-
Deadline
for applications for School o f Education is February 1 
V For more info: School of Education at 895-2091.
Speaker: John Lewis
Director of John Ball Park Zoo talks about “Captive Breeding" 
Biology Club/Biology Department 
Thursday, February 1 at 12:00 noon 
114 Mackinac
For more info: Alicia Cepaids at 364-0302.
Collegiate Bible Studies
Weekly Meeting 
Monday, January 29 at 7:00 pjn.
The Portside Room, Kirkhof Center 
For more info: Dan or Roxanne Hobbs at 677-3802.
Group Advising
* for the School of Education 
Thursday, February 22, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m., 
and Thursday, March 29, from 2 to 3 p.m.
The Portside Room, Kirkhof Center 
For info: The School of Education at 895-2091.
This column is provided fo r free announcements by student 
organizations. To get your activity listed, fill out and place the form
Deadline is Wednesday of every week.
This form is discarded after the information is printed once.
Please take this to The Lanthorn office.
|  Name of Event_
Name of Organization-
Date and Time of Event or Meeting. 
I  Location of Event or Meeting_____
|  Name and Phone Number of Person Submitting this Information
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C PWJ Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the.ipple hjpo, and Macintosh an' wyistmd mulemarks of Apple Computer, Inc
Madntosh'computers have always been easy to use. But they’ve never 
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety 
of Apple* Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money
f t
The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.
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Lakers open 
season with 
second place
By Phil Seykora
Staff Writer
The men’s track team opened 
the 1990 indoor season with a 
second place finish in the home 
triangular meet on Friday evening.
Their nine out of 16 first place 
finishes helped the Lakers to tally 
70 points, but failed to catch Tri- 
State University, who racked up 
84 points. Aquinas finished third 
with 28.
Steve Nederveld and Bob Car­
nes finished one-two in the 50 
hurdles. Nederveld, who placed 
first at state in 110 meter high 
hurdles in his junior and senior 
year in high school, took a first 
place with a 07:07 time.
Senior co-captain Ed Kiessel 
was clocked a t4:09:59 in the 1500 
meter run. Getting a good second 
wind, he came back to win the 
3000 with an elapsed time of
Women's track defeats 
Aquinas and Tri-State
By Phil Seykora
Staff Writer
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER 
Co-captain Jejf Vanmeter, at left, runs in the 800. Vanmeter finished 
first in the event.
9:17:63, tying his own personal 
record. .
Senior Wade Sikkema finished 
first" in the high jump with a leap 
of 6’4', while his teammate Rob 
Kurtycz finished second.
Other impressive first place 
finishers included co-captain Jeff 
Vanmeter in the 800, Michael 
Mull in the 400, Nusun Muhum- 
mad running the 300, Brett 
Schafer in the 1000 and Todd
Hope winning the long jump.
Second place finishers were 
Pete Bodary in the 5000, Andy 
Henderson in the shot put, Nusun 
Muhummad in the 50 and the 
1600 meter relay team.
Coach Bill Ginger says he is 
impressed with the showing of his 
freshman athletes as well.
The Laker's next challenge will 
be the Bulldogs of Ferris State at 
home this Friday at 5 p.m.
The women’s track team domi­
nated their meet Friday night in 
an impressive showing, soundly 
beating both Tri-State University 
and Aquinas College.
“We should be very prosper­
ous,” Assistant Coach Mary Fran 
Peterlin said of pre-race expecta­
tions for the hurdlers.
In fact, the whole team was 
prosperous in the meet, placing 
first in all 16 events and accumu-
Hodges in the 50 meter dash, 
Karey Anderson in the high jump 
and the 800 relay team of Pa- 
pranec, Grancia, Parsil, and 
Mack.
January 13, the Lady Lakers 
took third place at the U of M 
Relays, losing only to the Univer­
sity of Michigan and the Univer­
sity of Toledo.
In a meet that could decide the 
conference champs, the Lady 
Lakers host Ferris State at 5 p.m. 
this Friday. Coach Gary Martin 
commented on the upcoming 
event, saying, “Last Friday’s meet
come is going to come down to 
the last race.”
Grand Valley back in conference race
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer
Take that, Great Lakes Confer­
ence foes!
Grand Valley State, who had 
been struggling of late, had to go 
on the road to let out their frustra­
tions last week.
After losing two out of three 
games at home, the Lakers hit the
highway as they traveled to 
Wayne State last Thursday and to 
Hillsdale on Saturday.
With a stifling defense that held 
Wayne State to just 37% shoot­
ing, G V used a 44-22 second half 
advantage to post a 79-55 victory.
Balanced scoring was the key 
as the Lakers put four players in 
double figures, led by Charlie 
Mandt’s 18 points. The 6-6 so­
phomore also pulled down eight 
rebounds and blocked four Tartar 
shots in 22 minutes of action. Joe 
Schuitema added 13 in the vic­
tory, while Steve Harvey and 
Todd Jenks contributed 12 apiece. 
Jenks also pulled down a game 
high 10 rebounds, handed out four 
assists, and recorded three steals.
lating 145.5 total points. -----------
In only her “second collegiate— was a great tune-up for Ferris. It’s 
track meet, freshman standout going to be a real war, the out 
Tamie Gipe broke her existing 
GVSU record by shot putting 
43’4", beating her marie set last 
week by almost three feet 
Sophomore Kristal Mack 
shaved three seconds off the 600 
meter record by running a 1:38.37.
The team of Lisa Papranec,
Denise Grancia, Amy Parsil, and 
Mack established a new mark of 
4:06.5 in the 1600 meter relay.
Double winners were Sandra 
Terrell in the 1500 meter run and 
the 1000, Laura Moore in the 800 
meter run and the 3000, and Sandy 
Fleming in the long jump and the 
triple jump.
Co-captains Conni Klein, and 
Parsil placed first in the hurdles, 
and 300 meter dash, respectfully.
Other first place winners were Lisa 
Papranec in the 400, Bobbie 
Bailey in the 5000, Franklene
PHOTO BY-JULIE EDlNGEF 
Sandra Terrell runs the 1000 
meter. Terrell took first place in 
the event and also won the 1500.
Women’s Hoops lose 
squeaker to Wayne, 
dominates Hillsdale
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Grand Valley State 
women’s basketball team went 
on the road for two key confer­
ence games last week and got 
very mixed results. At Wayne 
State, the game with the 10-5 
Tartars was close from begin­
ning to end while Saturday at 
Hillsdale the game was con­
trolled from the opening tip.
There were five lead changes 
SmlrWayne Before G V bu ilr 
a 26-16 lead with 6:41 left in 
s first half. The Tartars then 
jk a time out and engineered 
[9-5 run to come back with a 
-31 lead at the half.
The Lakers started off with 
unanswered points in the sec- 
d half for a 44-35 lead with 
:17 remaining. WSU, bow­
er, diligently came back again 
d took a 60-59 lead with 
ghtly over seven minutes 
naming. They bung on tothat
lead for the rest ofthe game and 
finished with a 67-66 squeaker.
Kanie Williams had a game- 
high 12 rebounds, while Shelli 
Nemeth added eight and 15 
points. Carrie Dillon led the 
Laker scorers with 19.
Against Hillsdale. Grand Val­
ley took a 9-0 lead three min­
utes into the game en route to 
an eventual 98-65 romp over the 
Chargers. They led 45-30 at 
the half and outscored HC by- 
18 In the second to improve to 
4^-3 inti 
overall.
Nemeth scored 24 points in 
31 minutes while Williams and 
Dillon grabbed ten boards 
apiece. The Lakers also scored 
15 points from the charity stripe 
as they shot 94% as a line from 
the line.
The women take on Saginaw 
Valley this Saturday at 1 p.m. 
in another Great Lakes Confer­
ence Battle.
See CONFERENCE p. 15
Tankers continue hot streak in 90’s
By Jerry  Smigelski
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley men’s and 
women’s swim team continue to 
enjoy their New Year success. 
The men outclassed Calvin 154.5- 
94.5. As the women in a duel 
double meet, defeated the Knights 
of Calvin 68-36 and tied Division 
1 University Green Bay Wiscon­
sin 57-57.
The Men’s relay teams claimed 
first and second place in the 200 
medley with a first place time of 
1:44.41. They also placed second, 
third, and fourth in the 200 free 
relay just being edged out by .24 
of a second^
Once again the diving team of 
Dan Mumbrue, Matt Inman, and 
Brian Swanson provid 
ers with another impressive per­
formance. Their combined over­
all score in the diving events, 
697.95, broke the existing team 
record-
Co-Captain John Vandcrsloot 
posted his fastest times of the year, 
1:49.36 in the 200 and 5:02.42 in 
the 500 free, thus earning first and 
second place finishes respectively.
In the 100 breast stroke Mario 
Magnotta edged out Calvin’s 
Chris Lubbers by .37 of a second
---------------------------------------------------------PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY
Grand Valley men's swim team took first and second in the 200 
medley and second, third and fourth in the 200free relay.
to place first. Teammate Brian 
Ceizeri
a time of 53.£
Chris Gurdjian and Joe Skrycki 
placed first and second in the 50 
free, respectively.
On the women’s team, Grand 
Valley’s Kimarie McTaggart had 
a tremendous day for the Lakers, 
placing first in the 100, 500, and 
1650 frees against Calvin. Her 
time of 57:75 in the 100 was also 
good enough for a first place fin­
ish against Green Bay Wisconsin. 
Val Stonehouse had an individ­
ual win in the 100 back over both
place finishes in both relay events 
against both teams.
Kris Schottey’s time of 2:04.71 
in the 200 free was good enough 
for a first place finish against both 
teams, and she also posted a vic­
tory over Calvin in the 100 fly.
The main reason for the tie 
against UGBW was the absence 
of diver Charlotte Snyder, who 
has been out with an ankle injury.
See TANKERS p. 15
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Hoop
Hysteria
By Timothy Padot
The parity in the NCAA is rid­
ing high this week as 11 of thfe 
top 12 teams were defeated.
Hats off to Missouri, who de­
feated a tough Kansas team on 
Saturday. However, ranked teams 
like Kansas, Georgetown, 
Syracuse, Michigan, LSU, Duke, 
N.C. State, Georgia Tech, Okla­
homa, UCLA, and Illinois all lost 
to teams of questionable value. It 
isn’t safe to say that all the teams 
were exactly upset, but that is just 
the way conference play is taking 
shape this year. Any team is beat­
able.
IdonTChink fltatallthe teams
are that good, but the conferences 
are very tight on top. The Big 
East is perhaps the most uneven 
conference because Syracuse and 
Georgetown are both solid lead­
ers. The ACC is a toss up be­
tween Tech, N.C., N.C. State, and 
Duke. The Big Eight is between 
Kansas State, Oklahoma, and 
Missouri. The Big Ten can boast 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and 
Minnesota.
A lot of teams are very young 
this year and the competition will 
get fierce when the freshmen and 
sophomores mature, but this year
There seems to be no dominant 
teams and few talented leaders. I 
believe that the All-American 
teams will consist of a lot of 
younger players. There are ex­
ceptions like Derrick Coleman, 
Lionel Simmons, and Gary Pay- 
ton, but in general the 1990 NBA 
draft has a lot of questions.
Dueling Guards I
The game of the year to date, 
that I have seen on TV, has to be 
Duke vs. Georgia Tech at G.T. 
This game pitted the two outstand­
ing freshman guards, Kenny 
Anderson and Bobby Hurley, 
against each other. Both were 
spectacular and led their respec­
tive teams with great poise and 
leadership. The outcome of the 
game went to the visiting Blue 
Devils while the battle of the 
guards Round One went slightly 
to Anderson. The rematch at Duke 
is scheduled to be on TV, so don’t 
miss part two.
Grapplers move to second 
place in GLIAC conference
ByJoeLowden
Staff Writer
A View 
From the 
Cheap Seats
By Dave Benner
•Is anyone really surprised that 
the NFL has agreed to let under­
classmen enter the NFL draft? It 
was only a matter of time. When 
they did prohibit hardship cases, 
players simply signed with agents 
which forced their draft entry.
The “I have to leave so that I 
can support my family’’ routine is 
getting kind of old after hearing it 
from Barry Sanders last year and 
now Alabama’s Keith McCants. 
Why don’t these guys hold out 
until they graduate and get the free 
education that they’re being pro­
vided with, then they’ll be able to 
go out into the real world and 
function if their careers end 
abruptly due to an injury, drug 
banishment, etc.?
If not, shouldn't they not bother 
going to college at all so that 
someone else who wants to get a 
degree can have that scholarship 
or take up that extra seat in a 
packed classroom.
•Pistons’ fans are guilty this 
season of contributing to the joke 
that is the NBA All-Star ballot­
ing. Mark Aguirre, Dennis 
Rodman, and Bill Laimbeer are 
close to being elected to the start­
ing lineup, along with Isiah Tho-
without Michael Jordan and Pat* 
rick Ewing.
The most deserving All-Star of 
all this season is Utah’s Karl 
Malone. I’m glad the fact that he 
plays in a small media maricet (Salt 
Lake City) had no bearing on his 
election. A11 “The Mailman” has 
done this season is average 30.4 
ppg (number two in the league), a 
.585 fg percentage (third in the 
league), and 11.0 rebounds per 
game (fourth). On top of that, he’s 
one of the most charitable players 
in the league.
•Shame on the Lions for not 
allowing assistant coach June 
Jones to interview for promotions 
in Houston and Atlanta. Sure he's 
good, but allow the man a chance 
to better his career.
•The NCAA’s biggest problem 
now is deciding where to set up 
the base for their investigating 
committee, in SWC or ACC terri­
tory, to cut down on travel ex­
penses?
•After five years at MSU, its 
hard to believe that Tony Man- 
darich has to return this semester 
to finish work on his bachelor’s 
degree. He’s got more than just a 
couple credit hours to complete,
again, only to make a couple of 
extra bucks. Who really cares? 
Obviously the idiots who pay $100 
to watch these “classic matchups” 
on closed circuit TV— that’s who! 
Six-foot-five Don King (9’5" with 
the hairdo—  or is that “scaredo”) 
should be chucked in the same cell 
with Jim Bakker for promoting 
these fiascoes. When I want 
REAL entertainment I tune into 
the American Gladiators series on 
latenight weekend TV.
•It’s probably no coincidence 
that the starting. QB’s for this 
year’s Super Bowl are graduates 
of two of the finer institutes of 
higher learning— Notre Dame and 
Stanford. Draft a smart quarter­
back and he’ll lead you to paydirt 
P.S.— Take the Niners to cover 
the spread. Only a Montana in­
jury would give the Broncos a 
chance. Whichever guy, Rice or 
Craig, that Denver does not key 
on, will most likely be MVP.
Grand Valley’s hopes of win­
ning the GLIAC title were pinned 
last Tuesday night when the Lak­
ers traveled to Big Rapids. The 
Ferris State Bulldogs beat GV for 
the second time this season, 25- 
12, and put the Lakers in second 
place in the conference.
The fact that they can’t move 
any higher in the standings altered 
the order of head coach Jim 
Scott’s goals for this season. “Now 
our plan is to prepare lor the na­
tional tournament, “ said Scott.
The Lakers are presently ranked 
seventh in NCAA Division II 
wrestling, behind the sixth ranked 
Bulldogs. Scott was not upset with 
his grapplers’ performance against 
them saying, “I think we wrestled 
as well as we could. They are just 
stronger."
Four days later, the Lakers trav­
eled to Sault Ste. Marie to take on 
the Lake Superior State Lakers. 
The Lakers, who are ranked num­
ber 12 in the NCAA Division II 
rankings, wrestled Grand Valley
like they were ranked seventh 
themselves.
However, Grand Valley pulled 
it ottt, winning by the close score 
of 18-17. Scott said, “We were 
coming back. They had jumped 
ahead when we lost at 118. Their 
former assistant coach was the 
referee, and their students were 
clock keepers, so it was tough.”
In this competitive match Grand 
Valley winners were 142 pound 
Pat Lambrecht, who extended his 
record to 9-6; Mark Cosby (158), 
who is now 1(M; and Jim Price 
(167), who improved his record 
to 12-11-1.
Heavyweight Scott McDowell 
and Jim Koerber (190), switched 
weight divisions and both won. 
Koerber’s record is now 18-5-3, 
and McDowell is 4-6.
Scott said the move was a strat­
egy so that they could win at both 
divisions. “We thought we could 
win at heavyweight with Koerber,- 
and McDowell at 190, but not the 
other way around.”
This Saturday Grand Valley will 
travel to Ypsilanti to meet both 
Central and Eastern Michigan.
IM hoops underway
By M ark Halstead
Staff Writer
Let the games begin! With 
college and professional basket­
ball heating up, Grand Valley 
State will be joining the race as 
intramural hoops take center stage.
IM Director Leroy Hackley II 
has turned the program around, 
and is pleased to announce that 
60 total teams will participate in 
IM basketball this winter. Hack- 
ley has also added a second score- 
board, more game jerseys, and a 
guarantee of at least five games 
for each team to his program.
Recently I had a chance to talk 
to Hackley about the upcoming
season in IM’s. Through much 
debate and hours of discussion, we 
were able to come up with our Pre­
season Top Five teams in each 
division.
MEN’S
1. Posse Revenge - the Pre- 
Holiday champs return once again. 
A powerful group led by Robert 
Bell, Tony Malinowski, Dwayne 
Moore, and Greg Pruitt. The ac- 
quistion of ex-Calvin star Chuck 
Speidel has made this group un­
stoppable on paper. If this squad 
plays as a team and not as indi­
viduals, they cannot be beaten.
See IM p. 15
mas, leaving out, t >f-conrse, Joe — to o rlt’s quiteotfvious that be was
Dumars, the guy who truly de­
serves the honor. The aforemen­
tioned trio is having a solid sea­
son, but not one worthy of All- 
Star appearances.
Does the term “ballot box stuff­
ing” mean anything to anyone? Is 
it a popularity contest or a game 
for the current stars? An Eastern 
lineup including Dumars, Reggie 
Miller of the Pacers, and Charles 
Oakley of the Knicks could hold 
its own against anybody, with or
in the weight room, not the class­
room.
•NBC showed its desperation 
over losing the Major League 
Baseball contract by televising the 
NHL All-Star game last Sunday. 
America did discover, however, 
that there is another name in the 
world of hockey—LEMIEUX.
•Professional Boxing has turned 
into a travesty. The WWF seems 
more realistic now. Everyone 
retires and returns, time and time
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2. Revenge of the Rebels - the 
losers in the Pre-Holiday tourney 
finals to Posse. Captain Ray 
Bennett is back and has added 
veteran Ray Buckner to help push 
them over the top. Chris Capron 
and Scott Lyle are capable per­
formers, while Lenny Bublesld 
controls the boards.
3. Regular Guys - a blend of 
size and talent makes this team a 
contender. The strength of this 
team is a  front line that features 
Baart Duffield, Andy Goeddeke, 
Bob Mitchell, and Alex Preuss. 
Dave Hudson, Sham us O ’Keefe, 
and yours truly will round out the 
backcourt
4. Boners - this could be the 
Loyola Marymount of GVSU.
The Boners are led by the big three 
ofPat Bird, Rob Jamula, and Mike 
Johnston. Those three have never 
met a shot they did not like, and 
when they are on from the out­
side, they can beat anyone.
5. ? ? ? #1 - please don't ask 
about the team name. These fresh­
men are cocky, arrogant, and 
ready to show everybody that they 
can play. Scott Koemer, Cleve­
land Moore, Paul Muskovin, and 
Alphonso Sharpe lead a squad that 
may take their lumps early, but 
could make some noise come 
playoff time.
WOMEN’S
1. The Bucs - the returning 
champions • are loaded once 
again. Pam Appleoff and Kathy 
Johnson lead the inside attack, 
while Kim Goemer, Jill Meer-
man, and Katy Smith fill it up from 
outside. It will not be easy de­
throning these women.
2. Indies 90’s - a strong chal­
lenger who will keep the pressure 
on the Bucs. Denise Quigley and 
Gretchen Lewis are do-it-all type 
performers, and Amy Jones pro­
vides stability.
3. C II G’s - a  freshmen group 
of fine athletes that will make their 
presence known. Mary Linzie, 
Jody Smith, Jacqui Sommerdyke, 
and Jenny Holder form the core 
for this squad who could be a  force 
in postseason.
4. Just Hoopin’ - an experi­
enced team that is made of upper­
classmen. Samantha Collier, 
Kristi Kuntz, and Stacie Schnie- 
der all know what has to be done, 
and should put alot of pressure on
everyone else due to their experi­
ence.
5. Ball Busters • Patty Lane, 
Chris Sheren, and Lana Tubman 
look to put themselves into the 
elite group. A solid squad that 
could be the sleeper of the year.
CO-REC
1. Pink Flamingos - they de­
stroyed and manhandled all op­
ponents in winning the Pre-Holi­
day Tourney. Pam Appleoff and 
Gretchen Lewis are an awesome 
1-2 punch inside, while Michele 
Siderman fills it up outside. Cap­
tain Dan Rypma provides steady 
play on the guys side.
2. Shimmyers - should be 
strong contenders due to the shoot­
ing of Pat Bird and Craig Geers. 
Lori Baker and Mary Lousma are 
solid players for the girls.
3. Hawaiian Hula Monsters - 
the strong play of Denise Quigley 
and Kari Hart on the inside are a 
key for the Monsters. Mike Sulli­
van and Ken Cooper round out the 
guys side of the rbster.
4. Flying Piglets-a disappoint­
ing finish in the Pre- Holiday 
Tourney has hurt their stock. Jill 
Meerraan can still hurt a team with 
her shooting, while Jodi Smith, 
Lisa Walters, and Missy Yoder 
provide depth. Leroy Hackley and 
Gary Martin will help outside for 
the guys.
5. PEK - with a gifted athlete 
like Mary Fran Peterlin a team is 
bound to make a little noise. Patty 
Rae compliments Peterlin nicely, 
and Rusty Lee and Brian Purvis 
form the nucleus for the guys.
I  t o l d  Yo u  
W e  s h o u l d  H W e
P ic k e d
VAU6Y APARrfHENtt
CONFERENCE From p. 13___
With one victory tucked away 
the Lakers proceeded to make it 
two for the week by dismantling 
Hillsdale 81-66.
With the score tied at 48 in the
Mandt continued his fine play 
with a game high 20 points in as 
many minutes. Jenks added 14, 
Shawn O’Mara 11, and Harvey 
and Schuitema 10 each, 
second half, GVWent on a 20-9 The two wins put the Lakers
run spanning the next seven min­
utes to gain control of the contest 
Hillsdale could never recover as 
they shot a dismal 41% on 28 of 
68 shooting, compared to 60% (32 
of S3) for the Lakers.
back into the conference race with 
a 4-3 record, 10-7 overall. GV 
enjoys a week off before they host 
Saginaw Valley at 3 p.m. this Sat­
urday.
TANKERS From p. 13-
“Without a diver, we gave them 
^16 points. It put more pressure on 
the other swimmers,” Coach 
Dewey Newsome commented.
Both men’sand women’s teams 
will head up to Ferris Slate Uni­
versity this Friday for what will 
prove to be a high intensity con­
test. The men will be looking for. 
their first dual match win in five 
years against FSU. The matchup 
will feature Joe Charles of Ferris, 
one of the best divers in the na­
tion.
THE ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK VACATION
D fW T D F l f l
r i y  ( o *  O K t V f
4 *  O O  G  £ \ £ \  MARCH 3rd
thru nth
BEACH
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS have:
* S u n  bath ing b a lco n ies &  p atios
•7 nights In a  hotel on the beach 
•Hotels Include include pool, a /c , 
color TV & sundeck 
•Sponsored by Coors Light & Bud 
•Com plete schedule of pool parties 
and optional activities 
•Kitchenettes and oceanfront rooms
available
Call P ete  a t 895-6929
♦C lu b h ou se
T h e a lternative y o u  d eserv e .
GRAND VALLEY 
APARTMENTS
R ight on  the e d g e  o f  cam p u s.
P H O N E : 895-6351
COWVilVE IM A fcMvkVTvtE SPA C ER
CAMPUS V^ W
Space Available 
2 Bedroom Apts.
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H0WDELIVERING TO GVSU
FROM DOUKHOV PIZZA OF 
JEMSOH / HUDSOmU. (1)669-8800
t t S M S l
Sun - Wed 11a.m. - la.m. 
Thurs, Fri, Sat 11 a.m. - 3a.m. 
(NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH)
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA. DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00.
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Couch P otato  Combo
$ 8 *
one 12" medium pan pizza 
with one lopping and 
(2) liters or Coke Classic®.
-Good any day.
Expires: February 7, 1990
Double Delight 
$8 .9 9
] pi/./as3" small .,„ 
our choice of 
iree toppings.
any day.
:s; February 7, 1990
B (/»ois
82
H tu u M U tu  Fu s t
$7M
one 12" medium piz/.a 
with up to three items 
of your choice.
-Good any day.
lixpirej: February 7, 1990
J
n
r S r a r . . ----------------- . J m S t i
$15" J)
four 10” small pizzas 
with your choice of 
one topping on each 
and one 2 liter bottle 
of Coke Classic®.
-good all day Sunday ihe 
28th of January ONLY.
Driven carry leu  than $20.00 
Limited delivery area. V.
\  !
i
i
a
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Domino’s Pizza will deliver a hot, fresh, made- 
to-order pizza to your door in 30 minutes or less. 
Guaranteed.* OR IT’S $3.00 OFF your order. 
Don’t let anyone tell you differently. Call 
Domino’s Pizza today. Nobody Delivers Bet­
ter.®
‘Not valid during adverse weatfier/road conditions.
NOW HIRING
$6.00 /  hour to start 
guaranteed!om mans
V
one 12” medium pizza loaded with pepperoni 
and one Coke Classic®.
Valid 9pm till daec 
-Good any day of the week- 
Expires: February 7,1990
|m j
r  S U P lfZ ^ - -  —  -~~[SOHDSp\
U s - 0 0  f t  '
■ “Lm N ight Shoal”
i
i 
i
l _
[ “ Wild Wedhcsd/sy’’
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S 5 J0
one 12” medium thick crust pizza 
loaded wnh double cheese 
and pepperoni.
Valid 8pin Ull dose 
Good Wednesday only 
Ex pircs: lx  bruary 7, 1990
$5.00
four 10” sm all p izzas 
with your choice of 
one topping on each 
and one 2 liter bottle 
o f Coke Classic®.
good all day Sunday die 
28th of January OffLY.
I
[_ Sh o a l
Driver* carry lcaa than $20.00 
Limited delivery area. k
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“Thursday Thriller”
Three 10” small cheese pizzas.
Iliat’s right, three 10” small cheese pizzas... 
additional toppings $1.79 each.
(coven all throe pizzas.)
Valid all day long.
Good Thursday only.
Expires: Frbruajy 7, 1990
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$ 6 - 9 9
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“Lakers” Special
one 14” large pizza loaded 
wuh pepperoni and smothered 
with double cheese.
-Valid 8pm till doec.
-Good l;riday and Saturday only 
Expires: February 7, 1990
$6.00 i
